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On Tuesday 2 August, 13 Year 10 students embarked on an adventure to six different industries in Chinchilla as a part of the Try Trades Program.

Try Trades is a joint initiative of QMI Solutions and Chinchilla State High School, promoting trade pathways and skilling for young people in the Surat Basin and its surrounds. The program consists of a 10 week pre-vocational 'try trade' training program run on Tuesdays in Term 3. This is followed by work placement and potential School-Based Apprenticeship opportunities.

First stop on the tour was Programmed Industrial Maintenance where Dennis showed the students through the workshop, explained the company specialisation and the different types of trades in their field. The students saw a variety of different CNC machines in action. The pneumatic Pan Brake and the CNC Milling Machine were highlights.

Back on the bus and onto RIE Electrical Services and Fitzroy Engineering. Here the students met Nick and Bob who talked about the different fields of study and...